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C-4-8*Film Growth Of GaN onto c― axis oriented Zno Films using R― ICB ttechnique and
its ApplicatiOn tO Thin Film Devices

Kakuei Matsubara and TOshttnori Takagi
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An attempt to grow gOOd crystalline films of GaN onto a ZnO film preferential■ y Oriented along

the c― axis On a glass as a substrate has been made by using the reactive ionized―
cluster beam (R―

ICB)depositionl′ 2′ 3′

 which is prOmising as a technique fOr growing gttOd quality thin films at re―

lative■ y ■ow substrate temperatures.  The zno film serves as an adequate nucleating seed for a

grOwth procedure of GaN fi■ m′ because the ■attice misfit between the both is as ■Ow as O。 46%.

In this paper′  measurements of x― ray diffraction patterns′  optical and e■ ectrical properties

of grOwn GaN films are perfOrmed′  from which the■ r crysta■ ■in■ties are evaluated by cOmpar■ son

w■ th those prepared by the conventional cvD technique.

High purity gal■ ium ( 99.999% up )is used as a source material′  and heated at about 900° c in

a crucible with a small nOzzle ( ■ mm φ ).  Ga― clusters are formed by the super cttndensation phe―

nomena due to the adiabatic expans■on of the vapour and are reached w■ th n■ trogen flOwed through a

contro■ ■ed leak valve into a vacuum chember by ionizatiOn of electron bombardment.  Pressure in

the chamber during depositiOn was kept to ■o~4 Torr range.

In Fig。 1′  x―ray diffractiOn Of zno and sapphire substrates as a functiOn of the scanning an―

9■ es ( 20 )are compared with that ttf GaN.  The lattice cOnstant of GaN (a 2 3.■ 89 Å )differs

Considerably from that Of sapphlre substrate ( 2.742 Å )′ which corresponds to the distance be―

tween nearest― neighbor bOnding atOms on sapphire ( o001 )plane′  and the misfit is abOut 16.3%.

Figures 2(a)and (b)show the fractured edges Of twtt GaN films deposited on zno substrates at

different temperatures (a)Ts . 3oo° c and (b)Ts 
～ 450° c′  with keeping cOnstant le = 300 mA (c■ us―

ter ions are contained as much as 30 per cent in tota] clus-

ters ) and V. = I ( only ejection velocity of c]uster beam ).

The crystallinity of these GaN films varies from an amorphous

structure to a columnar struc-

ture with increasing substrate

temperatures. The resason why

the epitaxial growth of caN on

a Zn film coul_d be achived at

substrate temperatures as low

as 450oC can be attributed to

the presence of ions and the

kinetic energies of clusters,

besides a small_ misfit between

the lattice constants of GaN

Fig. 1 X-ray diffraction pat-
terns of powdered ct - Al2O3,
GaN and ZnO, indicaLing the
relative lattice misfit amonq
them.
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Fig。  2  Fractured edges of twO
GaN/ZnO fi■ ms grown at different
substrate temperatures: (a)Ts～
300° C and (b)Ts～  450。 c.
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and ZnO used as a substrate.

Measurements of optical absorption coefficients of

GaN/Zno fitms were made in the wavelength region from

O.36Um to O.74pm using a dual beam spectromet'er. Figure

3 shows the result of the optical absorption coefficient

(o,) of a GaN/ZnO film as a function of incident photon

energies (hv1 in comparison with the results of GaN films

epitaxially grown on sapphire substrates by rf-sputtering
,q

4

(sample 2)* and by CVD with GaBr, and NH, (sample 3)- and

HC1,NH3 and H, (sample 4)6. The fundamental- absorption

edge of the GaNr/Zno fitm obtained was found' to be about

3.2ev, which is somewhat smaller than those in the GaN,/

sapphire curves.

The crystallinity of the GaN/ZnO film can be also

evaluated from the value of a structural parameter Er,

which is related to crystal imperfections such as defects or

impurities. The values of EO obtained from the slopes

of the curves near the band tail are written in this fig-

ure. For the GaN/ZnO film obtained, EO was of the order

of 280 r, 3oOmeVr and was comparable order with the values

of epitaxial films except for the sample 4.

With the GaN/Zno films a possibility of low cost blue

light-emitting diodes (LED's) was examined. Figure 4 shows

the current-voltaqe characteristics of three diodes. The

current transport mechanism in GaN LED's of the MIS struc-

ture was found to be due to the space charge limited current

(SCLC), in which the rel-ation f oV2 Ls satisfied, rather

than the tunneling of electrons through the insulatinq layer,

which obeys the Fowler-Nordheim expession -f * Verp (-b/Vt/z).
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Fig.3 Optical absorption coefficient
oof grown films as a function of
incident photon energies fov near the
fundermental absorPti-on edge.
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Fig.4  Typica■  cuurent― vo■ tage
character■ stics of fabr■ cated
MIS Structures.
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With the fabricated MIS structures, when a voltage as high as IOV was applied between the ter-

mj-nals, whi-tish-blue light was emitted near the negatively biased ternimal, although the external

quantum efficiency is lower than lO-s at the present stage.

In view of the results obtained here, it may be concluded with some degree of confidence that

there is a possibility of applications of GaN/ZnO films to various kinds of thin film devices.
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